The Vaccine Does
Change Your DNA
Covid-19 was and is a Bioweapon
Part 2
In previous articles on the alleged Covid-19, I have offered up evidence to suggest that
the virus does not exist, has never existed, and the various health agencies have not
proved it exists. They tell other health agencies around the world that there are no
samples to be had. Simply put, there is no virus; it’s all a huge hoax being perpetrated
on humanity.
This is not to say that we have seen the end of this scamdemic, in fact I look for more of
it and at increased levels based upon the heavy chemtrail spraying during the first two
weeks of January. In anticipation of what may be planned for Americans, it becomes
necessary to produce evidence to the contrary that there is a so-called Covid-19. What
follows are the views of professionals in the field along with some pretty bright minds
that cannot be fooled. As it stands, I am the only one calling this a bioweapon and that
it is being sprayed on the country like cockroaches. I’ve been exposing this agenda of
global “Depopulation” since 1972. I’ve noted that “Mycoplasma” has long ago been
discovered in the invisible soup being sprayed upon all life form. It is unlikely that any of
those reading this knew what the word “Mycoplasma” was until I explained that it can be
“electroporated” into the pores of your skin through 5G EMF beamed energy.
5G cannot pass through structural walls; that is unless you have it installed in your
homes, apartments, schools and businesses, but it can drop you in your own footprint
unbeknownst to you. But I will have a lot more and so let’s consider what medical
experts, virologists, and journalists who are smart enough to know we are being played
for suckers, through the use of the fear-mongering media and public servants.
Andrew Kaufman, M.D., explains that no pure virus has been isolated in the coronavirus
hoax, let alone been proven to cause the so-called COVID-19 disease. Did you read
that? No pure virus has been isolated; rather, some genetic material is taken from
a sample of a sick person, partially gene sequenced, and then claimed to be
within the coronavirus family based on the degree of similarity between the
partial gene sequence and other coronaviruses. However, in order for us to
certainly know what we are dealing with, a pure virus needs to be isolated and then fully
gene sequenced. After this is done, experiments need to be conducted to determine
whether this pure virus truly causes the symptoms of the so-called COVID-19 disease.
In other words, Koch’s postulates must be fulfilled. Dr. Andrew Kaufman posted a video
using a walnut tree analogy to help us understand what needs to be done vs. what has
been done. What has been done gives us very little evidence to justify the level of
controls and the testing put in place for this event.
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Could There Be Something Wrong with the “Germ” Theory? Paul Fassa, writing for
‘Health Impact News’ states:
Our modern medicine’s paradigm is based mostly on the germ theory of microbes
invading our bodies and causing disease, thus creating the need for a war against
microbes to eliminate them all and conquer all diseases. Fear is the motivation for
creating the weapons of antibiotics, antivirals, and vaccines befitting this concept, but
our modern populations are sicker than ever.
Are the weapons creating chronic debilitating diseases in exchange for acute illnesses
considered infectious that most manage to get over with a renewed resilience to the
dreaded pathogenic microbes blamed for all illness? Are we actually destroying our
immune systems with our war on microbes?
Ever since Pasteur’s claim to fame as the father of the germ theory, our overall health
has decreased even while lifespans have increased. But during Pasteur’s late 19 th
century early 20th century media dominance and since then till now, there have been
many scientists denouncing Pasteur’s model of disease, even providing evidence that
he was a plagiarist and fraud.
Let’s focus on some of the few scientists and medical practitioners who have not agreed
with the germ theory’s dogma that places microbes as agents of death that should be
feared while ignoring other aspects of health. If any of the readers would like a grasp
on the larger issue here, you must read ‘The Contagion Myth: Why Viruses (including
“Coronavirus” Are Not the Cause of Disease” by Dr. Thomas S. Cowan, MD and Sally
Fallon Morell. Apparently Amazon does not want you to buy it and Barnes & Noble was
hacked and has decided not to sell it.
In this world of censorship, some books get lost intentionally, and I mean that in a
serious way. I ordered my copy from Barnes & Noble when it was announced it was
available. My copy took more than three weeks to get to my mailbox. The USPS
tracking showed it went from the Chicago shipping point to Gary, IN, then to Smyrna,
TN, back to Indianapolis, IN, then to Louisville, KY, then back to Smyrna, TN again
before it returned to Louisville, KY and finally to my mailbox in Bardstown, KY. This was
in June, 2020, long before the Christmas mail when the USPS gave priority to delivering
Amazon packages over 1st class mail letter mail. A 1st class letter between Bardstown,
KY and Pittsburgh, PA went from a routine of 4 days transit to 18 days. But Amazon
deliveries get priority and deliveries on Sunday as well. Isn’t it strange when parcel post
gets priority over 1st class mail?
The Analogy of Mosquito Larvae and Stagnate Water is used in the chart on the next
page.
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As early as the late 19th century, right around the time Louis Pasteur made his
questionable “germ” theory claims of germs “out there” causing disease in us, German
biologist Dr. Rudolph Virchow, known as the “Father of Pathology” made this statement,
which was included in Dr. Robert O. Young’s book, ‘Sick and Tired?: Reclaim Your
Inner Terrain’.
If I could live my life over again, I would devote it to proving that germs seek their
natural habitat—diseased tissue—rather than being the cause of the diseased tissue;
e.g., mosquitoes seek the stagnant water, but do not cause the pool to become
stagnant.
This “inner terrain” model was echoed by two of Pasteur’s most critical contemporaries,
French scientists Antoine Bechamp and Claude Bernard. Bechamp was an advocate of
the pleomorphic tendency of microbes to change from one type to another according to
the blood or tissue where it resided. Bernard supported that view also, exclaiming the
germ was nothing, the inner terrain is all.
In other words, any benign or more likely helpful microbes, which actually all exist in our
bodies and outnumber our cells, when engulfed with some sort of imbalance, low pH,
chronic inflammation, or toxic environmental influences, change into less desirable
guests within our inner terrain, of which our immune system is a part, not the whole.
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Pasteur violated Robert Koch’s late 19th century rules for determining pathogens, known
as Koch’s postulates. Though not completely accepted in microbiology today, these
conditions for determining pathogenic microbes was certainly applicable during
Pasteur’s time. The germ must be:





found in all cases of the disease examined
prepared and maintained in a pure culture
capable of producing the original infection, even after several generations in
culture
retrievable from an inoculated animal and cultured again

Pasteur violated most of those rules, often simply injecting animals with the blood of
other animals and not isolating and culturing the microbes.
But because of political favoritism from the French hierarchy at the time and his own
ambitions, Pasteur’s “germ” theory took over all other theories of disease. His one germ
for one disease turned out to be highly profitable for the soon to rise pharmaceutical
industry and this model controls contemporary Western medicine to this present day.
The Universal Microscope Proved Pleomorphism Correct
Despite widespread acceptance of Pasteur’s germ theory, one germ for each disease,
there were enough scientists who accepted the “pleomorphism” theory of microbial
organisms, changing perhaps from helpful, benign, to pathogenic according to their
immediate organic environments, or inner terrain.
Later in the 20th century, circa 1930, a brilliant scientist named Royal (Roy) Raymond
Rife created what he called the Universal Microscope, a large complex instrument that
was capable of magnifying even viruses in real time. He was able to report microbial
changes of form and size, often up to 16 phases of transition within the same microbe.
Those of the “pleomorphic” persuasion were thrilled to witness the proof of their beliefs
with Rife’s microscopic wizardry.
Until Rife’s Universal Microscope, electron microscopes would not allow microbial
organisms to thrive. The electron fields killed them. The practice of staining blood and
tissue samples also destroys them before they even are placed under the microscope.
After determining the radio wave kill frequencies of several viruses in their pathogenic
phases and curing cancer with 16 test subjects, Roy Rife and his radio frequency
machines were destroyed after refusing to allow AMA henchman Morris Fishbein to buy
him out. The incredible microscopes he had developed for his research into the
pleomorphic tendencies were also destroyed.
Fast Forward to Today’s Virus Wars: Does the Measles Virus Actually Exist?
A recent episode in Germany created a suppressed stir in the field of microbiology when
microbiologist Dr. Stefan Lanka claimed he would award anyone 100,000 Euros who
could prove the existence of the measles virus.
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At first it appeared he had lost. But Dr. Lanka took his loss to a higher court with more
experts and the backing of two independent laboratories. He wound up not having to
pay. It turned out that the “proof” provided was a composite of several different electron
microscope images. And the composite involved different components of damaged
cells. The composite could not be duplicated. The German Federal Supreme Court
confirmed that there was not enough evidence to prove the existence of the measles
virus.
So how are they making MMR vaccines with attenuated measles viruses? That’s
Lanka’s contention. He and several other virologists have also challenged the HIV virus
as a valid viral entity and even if so, as the cause of AIDS. Some question how one
virus can cause a myriad of diseases.
They all question the fact that the virus is not isolated in diagnosis. Instead, unreliable
antibody tests are performed to put someone into life or death crisis over a virus that
many claim really doesn’t exist.
These are prominent virologists like Professor Peter Duesberg, whose contention that
HIV does not cause AIDS (Acute Immune Deficiency Syndrome), has caused him to be
cut from research funding and marginalized by many of his peers in the scientific
community.
Saying AIDS is not from a virus but by simply running out one’s inner terrain to the max
and destroying oneself with lifestyle choices and the high use of legal “poppers” (amyl
nitrite) was just unacceptable. But claiming a virus is the cause of AIDS and scaring
everyone was okay. This was the positional view of Drs. Robert Gallo and Anthony
Fauci, Director of the NIAID. Because Dr. Fauci controls grant money, researchers and
scientists are reluctant to expose the late Dr. Gallo and Dr. Fauci. 38 years as the
Director of NIAID, and the 3rd highest paid bureaucrat in Washington, D.C., he goes
unchallenged about his “germ” theory. He holds personally, as many as seven patents
on HIV “cocktails” deemed life essential for those diagnosed as having HIV.
Heavy antibiotic use also contributes to damaging one’s inner terrain, especially
beneficial gut bacteria that are needed for good digestion and immune responses.
Another suspect virus is Hepatitis C. No virus has been really isolated and proven
according to Koch’s postulates. Just another antibody test that proves antibodies exist,
but for what if there is really no virus?
Objectively examine the results of all recent “epidemic” viral threats, including the bird
flu, swine flu, Ebola, and Zika viruses. They certainly created the panic for more
vaccines getting rushed into existence as well as more getting vaccinated.
And as the U.S. vaccine court proves, many who get vaccinated wind up with minor,
major, and chronic autoimmune diseases, sometimes paralysis, autism, and death. The
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one germ one disease theory certainly seems to be a great business model for the
medical/pharmaceutical industry complex.
This is where the “germ” theory has taken us. Wendy Myers explains that:
“Illness was practically always due to errors of diet or manner of living, the germs being
present solely as scavengers of dead and waste tissues and foods, and not as the
cause of the disease.”
Dr. Stefan Lanka, virologist and molecular biologist, is
internationally mostly known as an "AIDS dissident"
(and maybe "gentechnology dissident") who has been
questioning the very existence of "HIV" since 1994. In
the past years, however, he stumbled over a
breathtaking fact: Not even ONE of the (medically
relevant) viruses has ever been isolated; there is
no proof of their existence. Actually, Dr. Lanka has
already stated three years ago, in the almost
"legendary" Zenger´s interview: "So for a long time I
studied virology, from the end to the beginning, from
the beginning to the end, to be absolutely sure that
there was no such thing as HIV. And it was easy for
me to be sure about this because I realized that the
whole group of viruses to which HIV is said to belong,
the retroviruses -- as well as other viruses which
are claimed to be very dangerous -- in fact do not
exist at all." So he was thoroughly reading the
literature on those "other viruses" again, and after he
could still not find any paper which would provide the
evidence, he encouraged people not to BELIEVE him
but to ask the institutes and authorities themselves.
This has actually taken place, mostly initiated by
mothers. The responses were revealing. In September
2001 the German book "Impfen - Völkermord im
dritten Jahrtausend?" (Vaccination - Genocide in the
third millennium?) by Stefan Lanka and Karl Krafeld
was published in which they state that there is still no
proof of any (medically relevant) virus.
This movement (klein-klein-aktion ~ many little actions/steps) has a German website:
www.klein-klein-aktion.de which I have taken (and translated) all the following texts
from.
For almost one year we have been asking authorities, politicians and medical institutes
after the scientific evidence for the existence of such viruses that are said to cause
disease and therefore require "immunization". After almost one year we have not
received even one concrete answer which provides evidence for the existence of those
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"vaccination viruses". The conclusion is inevitable that our children are still vaccinated
on the basis of scientific standards of the 18th and 19th century. In the 19th century
Robert Koch demanded in his generally accepted postulates evidence of the virus in
order to prove infection; at Koch´s time this evidence couldn´t be achieved directly by
visualization and characterization of the viruses, because adequate technology wasn´t
available at that time. Methods of modern medicine have profoundly changed over the
past 60 years, in particular by the invention of the electron microscope. And still all
these viruses we get immunized against have never been re-examined using this
technology?
Several images and explanations that we were pointed to and that were said to show
resp. describe (characterize) viruses, we showed to Dr. Lanka who gives his
summarizing comments:
[The German original of the following text by Stefan Lanka you can find here
(temporarily not available for technical reasons, Jan 11, 2003)] All these photos have in
common that they, resp. the authors, can´t claim that they present a virus, as long as
they do not also provide the original publications which describe how and what from the
virus has been isolated. Such original publications are cited nowhere.
Indeed, in the entire scientific literature there´s not even one publication, where for
"viruses in the medicine" the fulfillment of Koch´s first postulate is even claimed. That
means that there is no proof that from humans with certain diseases the viruses - which
are held responsible for these diseases - have been isolated. Nevertheless, this is
precisely what they publicly claim. Now, regarding the photos submitted:
1. Many of the photos are colored. This is proof enough, that they are the (art)work of
designers, because electron microscopic photos always appear in black and white.
2. The images of the so called HIV-,
measles
(Masern)and
smallpox
(Pocken) viruses clearly show, as the
image
descriptions
partly already
indicate, that these are cells wherein the
viruses can allegedly be found. Thus,
nothing has been isolated. The photos
actually show cells and typical endogenous particles in
them. These structures are well known and serve the intra- and
intercellular transport. Unlike viruses of the same kind - that are always
the same size and same shape (consistency) -, they differ in size and shape
(consistency) and therefore can´t be isolated.
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3. In the case of the influenzaherpes-,
vaccinia-, polio-, adeno- and
ebolaviruse
s
each
photo
shows only a single particle;
nobody claims that they´re
isolated particles,
let alone particles that have been isolated from
humans.

These particles
are partially the cellular particles mentioned
above (#2) resp. typical artifacts which means: structures that accrue after inappropriate
fixing and drying of the probes, while being prepared for the electron microscope.
4. The "isolated" polio viruses are artificial particles, generated by suction of an
indifferent mass through a very fine filter into a vacuum. Its structure (no
characteristic structures) differ clearly from the ones of the "viruses" in
the cells. Here the information is essential that a biochemical
characterization of those "isolated" viruses, although "isolation" is
claimed, has never been published anywhere nor has anybody even
claimed such a characterization.
5. The photo of the hepatitis B "viruses" does not show isolated structures, but - as the
image title already says, an agglutinate. This is the scientific/medical
term for proteins from the blood that are clumped together, as is
typical for coagulations. Typically, thereby round and also crystal
structures accrue - depending on the condition of the blood sample.
In summary, it must be said that these photos are an attempt of fraud
committed by the researchers and medical scientists involved, as far
as they assert that these structures are viruses or even isolated
viruses. To what extent the involved journalists and authors of textbooks have
contributed to this fraud knowingly or only out of gross negligence, I don´t know.
Everyone who starts a recherché in the medical literature, will quickly encounter
statements and references that Koch´s first postulate can´t be fulfilled (i.e.
Großgebauer: Eine kurze Geschichte der Mikroben, 1997 ["a little story of the
microbes"]; editor: Verlag für angewandte Wissenschaft). How these authors who claim
the existence of viruses could overlook that, remains a riddle.
Could it be that the term "Contagium" = "Gift" (poison/toxin) = "Virus" from the 18th and
19th century was applied in the 20th century to the cell components which were named
"viruses" since the electron microscope was introduced in 1931? And in order to hide
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this, the "disease causing viruses" have often been described but never been isolated?
And then they were used as seemingly logical explanation for poisonings and adverse
effects of vaccination, as Luhmann (1995) (i.e.) writes about the symptomatic of
Hepatitis B, which was observed for the first time in 1985 following smallpox
vaccinations, and 1938 following measles vaccinations? The copies in the textbooks
show only structures within cells and nothing that looks like isolation and thus
homogenous. The biochemical characterization, which is crucial, lacks completely.
Robert Koch and colleagues, Prof. Rush, Prof. Max von Pettenkofer, and Prof. Virchow
have shown, for instance by experiments and by observation of the Henle-Koch´s rules
that by transmission of bacteria, the supposed contagium vivum, it was not possible to
cause the same disease. So Robert Koch modified (weakened) the 3rd postulate of his
teacher, the German anatomist Henle, in the form that the generation of a similar
symptom in animal experiments would be sufficient to prove this hypothesis of disease
cause, namely the hypothesis of infectious bacteria. (See Großgebauer: Eine kurze
Geschichte der Mikroben).
So it does not surprise me that Prof. Alfred Fischer writes in his book "Vorlesungen über
Bakterien" ("[academic] lectures on bacteria") from 1897 (!): "as is true for any infectious
disease - the fact that it does not only take the addition of the bacteria but also the
unknown something of individual predisposition, goes without saying."
Dr. Stefan Lanka is a German National and because of his nationality does not hesitate
to challenge and expose the likes of Dr. Anthony Fauci and Dr. Robert Redfield. He is a
renowned virologist in his own right and calls into question in Europe the so-called
“Germ” theory upon which Jesuits Fauci and Redfield forcefully defend. I have listened
to Dr. Stefan Lanka presentations on a number of occasions and he makes the point
that many American researchers state privately. They recognize Dr. Fauci’s control of
research grant money needed to do science and will not cross Fauci that could destroy
their careers.
Dismantling The Viral Theory
by Dr. Robert O. Young
HAS THE EXISTENCE OF POLIO, MEASLES, HIV, CMV, EBV, HEP C, EBOLA, THE
FLU, ZIKA AND NOW CORONA VIRUSES BEEN DEMONSTRATED AND
SCIENTIFICALLY PROVEN?
The first isolation of a virus was achieved in 1892 by Russian bacteria hunter Dimitri
Iwanowski, who gathered fluid from diseased tobacco plants. He passed this liquid
through a filter fine enough to retain bacteria; yet to Iwanowski’s surprise, the bacteriafree filtrate easily made healthy plants sick. In 1898 a Dutch botanist, Martinus Willem
Beijerinck, repeating the experiment, also recognized that there was an invisible cause
and named the infectious agent “tobacco mosaic virus.” In the same year as Beijerinck’s
report, two German scientists purified liquid containing filterable viruses that caused
foot-and-mouth disease in cattle (viruses were at one time called “filterable viruses,” but
eventually the term “filterable” came to apply only to viruses, and was dropped). Walter
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Reed followed in 1901 with a filtrate responsible for yellow fever, and soon dozens of
other disease-causing viruses were found.
In 1935 another American, Wendell M. Stanley, went back to the beginning and created
pure crystals of tobacco mosaic virus from a filtered liquid solution. He affirmed that
these crystals could easily infect plants, and concluded that a virus was not a living
organism, since it could be crystallized like salt and yet remained infectious.
Subsequently, bacteriologists all over the world began filtering for viruses, and a new
area of biology was born-virology.
Historically, medical science has vacillated on the question of whether a virus is alive.
Originally it was described as nonliving, but is currently said to be an extremely complex
molecule or an extremely simple microorganism, and is usually referred to as a parasite
having a cycle of life. (The term “killed” is applied to certain viral vaccines, thus implying
an official conviction that viruses live.) Commonly composed of either DNA or RNA
cores with protein coverings, and having no inherent reproductive ability, viruses
depend upon the host for replication. They must utilize the nucleic acids of living cells
they infect to reproduce their proteins (i.e., trick the host into producing them), which are
then assembled into new viruses like cars on an assembly line. Theoretically, this is
their only means of surviving and infecting new cells or hosts.
The Replicating Virus Theory
Then it was discovered that, when bacteria slowly begin to die, bacteria create tiny,
apparently lifeless forms of survival, the so-called spores. It was then suspected that
these spores were toxic and that they were the so-called pathogenic poisons. This was
then refuted, since the spores are rapidly developing into bacteria when their vital
resources are being restored. When scientists in the laboratory observed that the weak,
highly inbred bacteria perished very quickly while turning into much smaller structures
than the spores, it was first believed that the bacteria were being killed by the alleged
pathogenic poisons, called viruses, and that the viruses were thereby replicating.
The Invention of Bacterial Viruses
Due to the belief that these – at the time of their discovery still invisible- structures were
killing the bacteria, they were called phages/bacteriophages, “eaters of bacteria”. Only
later it was determined that merely highly inbred and therefore almost non-viable
bacteria can be made to turn into phages, or bacteria which are being destroyed so fast
that they do not have time to form spores.
The introduction of the electron microscopy led to the discovery of the structures
resulting from the biological transformation or pleomorphism of bacteria when these
were suddenly dying or when the metabolism of the highly inbred germs was
overwhelmed by processes triggered by the adding of “phages”. It was also discovered
that there are hundreds of types of different-looking “phages”. The discovery of phages,
the so-called bacterial “viruses”, reinforced the wrong assumption and the belief that
there were human and animal viruses that looked the same and had the same structure.
This is not and cannot be the case, for several different reasons.
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After introducing chemical examination techniques in biology, it was discovered that
there are thousands of types of phages and that phages of one type always have the
same structure. They consist of a particular molecule, made of nucleic acid, which is
covered in a shell of proteins of a given number and composition. It was only later
discovered that merely the bacteria which had been highly inbred in the test tube could
turn into phages themselves, by contact with phages, but this never applied to natural
bacteria or bacteria which had just been isolated from their natural environment. In this
process, it was discovered that these “bacterial viruses” actually serve to provide other
bacteria with important molecules and proteins, and that the bacteria themselves
emerged from such structures.
Before it could be established that the “bacterial viruses” cannot kill natural bacteria, but
they are instead helping them to live and that bacteria themselves emerge from such
structures, these “phages” were already used as models for the alleged human and
animal viruses. It was assumed that the human and animal viruses looked like the
“phages”, were allegedly killing cells and thereby causing diseases, while at the same
time producing new disease poisons and in this way transmitting the diseases. To date,
many new or apparently new diseases have been attributed to viruses if their origin is
unknown or not acknowledged.
This reflex found an apparent confirmation in the discovery of the “bacterial viruses”. It
is important to note that the theories of fight and infection were accepted and highly
praised by a majority of the specialists only if and when the countries or regions where
they lived were also suffering from war and adversity. In times of peace, other concepts
dominated the world of science.[272]
It is very important to note that the theory of infection – starting from Germany – has
only been globalized through the third Reich, when the Jewish researchers, most of
which had opposed and refuted the politically exploited theories of infection, were
removed from their positions.[273]
The Detection of Phages and Biological Transformation – The existence of phages
can be proved rapidly. Bacterial pHage being born out of a blood and/or body cell. A
biological process known as pleomorphism.
First step: their presence is confirmed through an effect, namely the transformation of
bacteria into phages, and also through an electron micrograph of those phages. The
control experiments show that phages do not appear if bacteria do not change or if
bacteria randomly start decomposing due to extrinsic sudden annihilation, without
forming phages.
Second step: the liquid containing the phages is concentrated and applied on another
liquid, which has a high concentration at the bottom of the test tube and a low
concentration at the top of the test tube. The test tube with the phages is then
powerfully spun (centrifuged) and all the particles gather according to their mass and
weight to the place of their own density. The density is the ratio of weight (mass) per
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unit of volume, expressed as Kg/l or g/mg, respectively. That is why this concentration
and purification step for particles with the same density is called density gradient
centrifugation.
The layer where many particles of the same density gather becomes “cloudy”, which is
called a “band.” This step is being documented, then the particles concentrated, purified
and sedimented in a “band” are removed with a syringe needle. The extracted
concentrated amount of particles is called an isolate. A fast and simple electron
micrograph will confirm the presence of phages in the isolate, which at the same time is
an indication for the purity of the isolate, if the micrograph shows no other particles but
the phages. The appearance and the diameter of the phages will also be established
with the help of this micrograph.
The control experiment performed for this step consists in treating and centrifuging the
liquid from bacteria which did not form any phages, where no phages appear at the end
of the procedure.
After the step of successfully isolating the phages, the decisive biochemical
characterization of the phages follows. The biochemical characterization of their
composition is essential for identifying the specific type of phage, since different types of
phages often appear to be similar. The isolate obtained through the density gradient
centrifugation is now divided in two parts. One part is used to determine the size, type
and composition of the nucleic acid; in a separate procedure, the other part is used to
determine the amount, size and morphology of the proteins of the phages. Since the
1970s, these tests have been simple standard techniques that are learned by every
biology student in their first semesters.
These tests represent the biochemical characterization of the phages. In almost every
case, these results have been and are being published in only one publication, since a
phage has a very simple structure which is very easy to analyze. The control
experiments for these tests use liquid from bacteria which do not form phages and thus
cannot present any biochemical proof. The existence of approximately two thousand
different types of phages have been scientifically demonstrated this way.
The So-Called Pathogenic Viruses
The “bacteriophages,” correctly defined as incomplete mini spores and building blocks
of the bacteria, have been scientifically isolated, while the so-called pathogenic viruses
have never been observed in humans or animals or in their body fluids and have never
been isolated and subsequently biochemically analyzed. To date, none of the
researchers involved in virology research seems to have realized this very important
point.
The use of electron microscopy and the biochemistry were very slowly returning to
normal after 1945 and no one had realized that not one pathogenic virus had ever been
isolated in humans or animals; thus, as of 1949 researchers started applying the same
idea used for the (bacterio) phages, in order to replicate the human and animal
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“viruses.” John Franklin Enders, born in 1897 in the family of a rich financier, was active
in various fraternities after having finished his studies, then he worked as a real estate
agent and studied foreign languages for four years before turning to bacterial virology,
which fascinated him. He then simply transferred the ideas and concepts that he
learned in this area of research to the supposed pathogenic viruses in humans.
Unscientific Experiments and Interpretations Gave Birth to Virology
With his unscientific experiments and interpretations that he had never confirmed
through negative controls, Enders brought the entire “viral” infectious medicine to a
dead end. It is important to note at this point that Enders, like many infectious diseases
specialists, worked for the U.S. military, which had always been and remains to date a
huge victim of the fear of contagions. It was mainly the U.S. military which spread its
erroneous belief that besides chemical weapons there were also biological weapons in
the form of bacteria and viruses.
In 1949, Enders announced that he had managed to cultivate and grow the alleged
polio virus in vitro on various tissues. The American expert opinion believed everything
immediately. What Enders did was to add fluids from patients with poliomyelitis to tissue
cultures which he claimed to have had sterilized, then he alleged that the cells were
dying because of the virus, that the virus was replicating in this way and that a vaccine
could be harvested from the respective culture. At that time, summer polio epidemics
(polio = flaccid paralysis) were very frequent during summer and they were believed to
be caused by the polio virus.
Pastor Bob Insert:
They never accounted for the military spraying of DDT as the real cause of polio, which
largely disappeared once DDT was banned in 1972! Yet Bill Gates continued to give
polio in his vaccines in third world countries like Africa and India. Yes, “he gives poliolaced vaccines” in his so-called vaccines! His wealth and celebrity status really masks
his belief in Eugenics. Speaking of Mr. Vaccine himself, did you know that he is the #1
farmland owner in the U.S.? Fact: 268,984 acres in 18 states!
A vaccine was to help eradicate the alleged virus. After the polio vaccine was
introduced, the symptoms were then re-diagnosed among other things as multiple
sclerosis, flaccid acute paralysis, aseptic meningitis etc. and later polio was claimed to
have been eradicated. During his experiments, Enders et al. sterilized the tissue
cultures in order to exclude the possibility of bacteria killing the cells. What he didn’t
take into consideration was that the sterilization and the treatment of the cell culture
when preparing it for the alleged infection was exactly what was destroying and killing
the cells. Instead, he interpreted the cytopathic effects as the existence and the action
of a so-called polio virus, without ever having isolated a single virus and describing its
biochemistry.
The necessary negative control experiments, which would have shown that the
sterilization and the treatment of the cells prior to the “infection” in the test tube was
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killing the cells, have never been performed. However, for this “performance” Enders
received the Nobel prize in 1954.
The Invention of the Polio Virus and ‘YES” the Measles Virus Too!
NOW We Have The Invention of the Coronavirus!
1954 is also the year in which Enders applied and introduced the same technique in
order to allegedly replicate the measles virus. As he had been awarded the Nobel prize
for the alleged polio virus the same year, all researchers believed his technique to be
scientifically valid. Thus, to date, the entire concept of polio and measles has been
based upon this unscientific technique and fraud.
Thus, the polio and measles vaccines do not contain viruses, but particles of dead
monkey kidney tissue or human cancerous body cells. To date, no negative control
experiments have been done with respect to the so-called polio and measles viruses
either, which would have shown that it was the laboratory procedures that lead to the
cytopathic effects on the cells.
Additionally, all claims and experiments made by Enders et al. and subsequent
researchers lead to the only objective conclusion, that in fact they were observing and
analyzing the cellular particles or fragments and the activity thereof in the test tube,
misinterpreting these as particles and characteristics of the alleged polio and/or
measles viruses
Cellular Debris NOT So-Called Viruses
ALL Viruses from HIV, EBV, CMV, Hepatitis C, West Nile Virus, Ebola, Measles,
Zika, and Now the Coronavirus, are ALL Phantom Viruses – Viral Existence Has
NEVER Been Scientifically Demonstrated and Never Proven!
The following explanations applies to all the so-called (human or animal) “pathogenic
viruses”. The six papers provided by Dr. Bardens in the course of the “measles trial” as
proof for the existence of the measles virus described in a didactically ideal way the
various steps of the chain of misinterpretations up to the belief in the existence of a
measles virus.
The first paper was published in 1954 by Enders et al.: “Propagation in tissue cultures of
cytopathogenic agents from patients with measles” (Proc Soc Exp Biol Med. 1954 Jun;
86 (2): 277–286).
This publication can be found on the internet, like all the other publications presented at
the measles trial. In that experiment, Enders et al. cut down dramatically on the nutrient
solution and added cell-destroying antibiotics to the cell culture before introducing the
allegedly infected fluid. The subsequent dying of the cells was then misinterpreted as
presence and also isolation of the measles virus. No control experiments were
performed to exclude the possibility that it was the deprivation of nutrients as well as the
antibiotics which led to the cytopathic effects.
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Enders’ and his colleagues’ blindness can be explained by the fact that he truly wanted
to help people, while the ‘virus hysteria’ was intensifying after the war and during the
cold war. It can also be explained by the fact that Enders and many of his colleagues
had no idea about medicine or biochemistry and they were competing with the Soviet
Union for the development of the first measles vaccine. Such a pressure for success
can also explain why Enders and his colleagues ignored their own reservations and
cautions expressed in 1954, when they had observed and noted that many cells also
died after being treated normally (i.e. without being “infected”), which they thought to
have been caused by unknown viruses and other factors. All these facts and cautions
were subsequently disregarded.
The second paper presented by the claimant in the ‘measles trial’ was published in
1959[274] and, for the reasons presented above, the authors concluded that the
technique introduced by Enders was not appropriate for the isolation of ANY virus. This
rebuttal is not only NOT being discussed by ALL the other researchers, but it is being
ignored completely!
The ‘Viral Dogma’ of Pathogenic Viruses is Still Being Promoted Today!
In a third paper[275], the authors photographed typical cellular particles inside the cells
and misinterpreted these as measles virus. They did not isolate any virus. For
unexplained reasons, they failed to determine and describe the biochemical structure of
what they were presenting as a virus in a separate experiment. In the short description
of the methods used, one can read that the authors did not apply the standard isolation
technique for viruses, i.e. the density gradient centrifugation. They simply centrifuged
fragments of dead cells at the bottom of a test tube and then, without describing their
biochemical structure, they misinterpreted the cellular debris as viruses.
Cellular Debris NOT So-Called Viruses
From the way the experiments were performed, one can only conclude that cellular
particles were misinterpreted as viruses. We find the same situation in the fourth[276]
and the sixth[277] publication put forward by the claimant as proof of the existence of a
measles virus. The fifth publication[278] is a review describing the consensus process
as to which nucleic acid molecules from the dead cells would represent the so-called
genome of the polio or measles virus. The result is that dozens of research teams work
with short pieces of cell-specific molecules, after which -following a given model – they
put all the pieces together on paper.
However, this jigsaw puzzle made of so many pieces was never scientifically proven to
exist as a whole and was never isolated from a virus, for a polio, measles, HIV or
Hepatitis C, Ebola, Zika or the Corona viruses have never been seen, neither in humans
nor in a test tube. Referring to this publication, the court-appointed expert stated that it
described the gold standard, i.e. the entire virus genome. It is obvious that the expert
did not read this paper, whose authors stated that the exact molecular composition and
functions of the measles virus genome will have to be the object of further research,
which is why they had to rely on other virus models in order to achieve a consensus on
the structure and functions of ANY virus genome. The easiest thing for anyone to notice
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is that in all of these publications, as well as in all other publications on the “measles
virus” and other pathogenic viruses, including HIV, EBV, CMV, Ebola, Zika and the
Coronavirus, no control experiments have ever been performed. No researchers used
the density gradient centrifugation technique; instead, they only centrifuged cellular
debris at the bottom of a test tube. This technique, used to collect all the particles from a
fluid, is called pelletizing. From a logical and scientific perspective, it can be said that in
all publications on the so-called “pathogenic viruses”, the researchers demonstrated in
fact only particles and characteristics of cells. I would also like to point out that the socalled giant viruses[279] , i.e. an enwrapped nucleic acid can be found everywhere in
the sea and in basic organisms. Like all bacterial phages, not only are they harmless,
but they have beneficial functions. They can be also isolated by using the density
gradient centrifugation, which proves their existence (see the graphic above).
I also recommend Prof. Lüdtke’s relevant review (1999).[280] He noted that at the early
beginnings of virology, the majority of virologists always concluded that the structures
they had mistaken for viruses turned out to be components of the cells and thus, they
were only the result of the experiment and not the cause of the changes observed.
After the discovery and characterization of the phages and after introducing the dogma
that the nucleic acid was the genome of all cells and viruses, the consensus was born,
according to which such viruses must exist in humans and animals as well. In 1992, the
dogma stating that the nucleic acid is the genotype of all cells was retracted in the
scientific community. The ‘viral dogma’ of pathogenic viruses, however, is still being
promoted today to the harm of billions of people. – for what?
The Bottom Line Concerning Phantom Viruses and the Polio and Measles Virus
The bottom line still holds the truth that the terrain or internal environment is everything
and the germ or so-called virus is NOTHING! The germ or so-called virus can only be a
symptom of cellular breakdown due to an imbalance of the delicate alkaline pH balance
of the body fluids and NOT the cause of that breakdown. That is why years ago I Robert
offered any scientist in the World a finder’s fee of $5 million U.S. dollars if they could
prove the existence of the HIV virus using Koch’s postulates. It has now been over 20
years and I am still waiting even though currently I no longer have the funds to pay the
prize due to political assassination! It is unfortunate that a former $5 million U.S. dollar
prize offered 20 years ago was not enough money to change the current medical viral
dogma that is currently paying out trillions of dollars to guess who?[281]
Robert O. Young PhD and Galina Migalko MD were the Key Note Speakers in Dubai on
June 18th and 19th, 2019 for the Annual Conference on Bacterial, Viral and Infectious
Diseases.
The Dismantling of the Viral Theory by Robert O Young CPT, MSc, DSc, PhD,
Naturopathic Practitioner
Abstract
There is now over 100 years of documented history and research on the Polio virus and
whether or not its treatment by inoculation has been successful in eradicating Polio. I
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am suggesting in this article and in my lecture that there are significant findings based
on historical and past and current research, including my own that the viral theory of
Polio and possibly other modern-day diseases, such as Post-Polio Syndrome, Polio
Vaccine-Induced Paralysis, Legionnaires, CNS disease, Cancer, HIV/AIDS and now
Zika may be caused by acidic chemical poisoning from DDT (dichloro-diphenyltrichloroethane) and other related DDT pesticides, acidic vaccinations, and other factors
including lifestyle and dietary factors rather than from a lone infectious virus. I will
present ten historical graphs outlining the history of Polio, the production of DDT, BHC,
Lead, Arsenic, Polio vaccinations and the author’s theory that chemical poisoning,
vaccination, and lifestyle and dietary choices are a more likely causes for the symptoms
of Polio, neurological diseases, Cancer, HIV/AIDS and now Zika.
I have not included the resource reference list for Dr. Young’s paper, but will make it
available if anyone wants a copy. It constitutes close to 300 references refuting the socalled “Germ” theory of Louis Pasteur. Decades later we learn the Louis Pasteur was a
fraud, a fake, admitting at the end of his life “The microbe is nothing, the terrain is
everything.”

It might surprise many of you that the U.S. holds patents on dozens of vaccines that
earn approximately $5-6 billion dollars in royalties yearly to such people as Dr. Anthony
Fauci. What is wrong with that is their work was paid for by your tax dollars!
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The government of the United States of America holds patents on the following viruses:
Ebola, Patent number #CA2741523A1, Swine Flu, Patent number 8124101, HIV, Patent
number #5676977, the cure for cancer, Patent number #6630507.
David Martin, PhD, a financial technology entrepreneur, stood in front of the Senate
Office Building at a freedom rally last week and read the crimes by Dr. Anthony Fauci,
Dr. Robert Redfield and Alex Azar, the Secretary of Health and Human Services:
1. 18 US Code § 2339 Funding and conspiring to engage in acts of terror against the
citizens of the United States
2. 18 US Code § 2331, Section 802 of the Patriot Act, Willfully lying and coercing a
population to induce fear in that population for self-interest.
3. 18 US Code § 1001 In October of 2020, Lying to Congress
4. 15 US Code §1 – 3 Conspiring to commit criminal activity by appropriating U.S.
taxpayer dollars to funnel the taxpayer money into their market selected corporate
interest, including Moderna, Pfizer, Gilead Sciences and others.
5. 15 US Code § 8 Engaging in market manipulation and market allocation by price
fixing the prices of vaccines and therapeutic interventions for COVID-19.
6. 15 US Code § 19 A federal felony crime of interlocking directorates, controlling the
means, motive and message around the COVID-19 campaign.
7. 35 US Code § 206 Violation of disclosure of government interest as Fauci failed to
disclose 40 patents worth $40 billion per year from which he personally benefits.
8. 35 US Code § 101 Violation of patent law by patenting nature.
Dr. Martin said that Americans have been forced to participate in a clinical trial that
violates the Federal Trade Commission Act that forbids the promotion of the treatment
or prevention of disease by an untested medical technology. This is the same act that
the government has used to shut down natural medicine solutions for the past 115
years.
Dr. Martin said that the U.S. Department of Defense patented the weaponization of
biological agents, which is an act of war and an act of treason. He further stated that
$191-billion of taxpayer money has been appropriated by Congress and distributed to
over 6,500 organizations, more than half of which are foreign agents. He says this is a
bioweapon terror attack on the United States. He is calling for law enforcement to stand
up to the crimes that he listed.
In this last statement by Dr. Martin, you have confirmation of what I have stated relative
to the alleged Covid-19 virus. It is a bioweapon and has been disbursed across the
nation through chemtrail spraying, also known as geoengineering. Covid-19 is a label
given to a biological weapon. When I was a recruit in basic training in 1956, we were
given training in CBW [chemical-biological-warfare]; later renamed to NCBW [nuclearchemical-biological-warfare].
Viruses and vaccines are a racket, a money making scheme by Big Pharma and
agencies like CDC, NIH, NIAID, WHO. As Dr. Robert O. Young’s paper shows, NOT A
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SINGLE VIRUS IN SEVENTY YEARS HAS BEEN VALIDATED BY EVIDENTIAL
TESTING. ASSUMPTION IS NOT Science.
Parents have been coerced by public health agencies and Big Pharma into receiving at
the present time, 72 different shots from birth until the age of 18. Big Pharma wants
that market to grow by mandating and requiring adults to begin receiving a schedule of
vaccines that they want to establish.
In order to learn about the harm caused by vaccines so that you will not allow them to
be administered to your children under any pretenses, people need to know the facts as
we have presented in this article.
A more careful look at viruses shows that the diseases associated with a virus in fact
are not caused by a virus. In fact, there is no such thing as an infectious disease virus.
Dr. Anthony Fauci is a criminal, a murdered by stealth, as director of the National
Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases. The fact that Dr. Fauci is a Jesuit is equally
concerning, since it was the English Dr. Edward Jenner, himself a Jesuit, who is known
as the father of vaccines. The history of Dr. Edward Jenner as a fraud is equal to that of
Louis Pasteur.
As a reminder, diseases we vaccinate against associated with viruses are: measles,
polio, smallpox, hepatitis, rubella, mumps, chicken pox, influenza, meningitis, Varicellazoster (shingles), human papillomavirus (HPV), and rotavirus.
Around 1890, German physician Robert Koch and bacteriologist Friedrich Loeffler
hypothesized that if diseases are caused by a virus, it should be possible to isolate the
virus organism, and then use that isolated organism to create the same disease in
another otherwise healthy animal. These criteria are known as Koch’s postulates.
Koch's Postulates give us standards to determine the isolation of a virus
1. The microorganism must be found in abundance in all organisms suffering from the
disease, but should not be found in healthy animals.
2. The microorganism must be isolated from a diseased organism and grown in pure
culture.
3. The cultured microorganism should cause disease when introduced into a healthy
organism.
4. The microorganism must be reisolated from the inoculated, diseased experimental
host and identified as being identical to the original specific causative agent.
They seem pretty straightforward. But we have to take on faith, not scientific proof, that
modern viruses that have been discovered have indeed been isolated under these
reasonable terms to denote scientific proof.
Koch's Postulates Thrown Out the Window in Modern Times
As technology has steadily improved since Koch’s time, science should have been able
to conclusively prove the existence of viruses under Koch’s postulates, and to have
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isolated a virus under the microscope. However, no one has been able to isolate any
viruses to prove that they do exist. Naturally one would expect that the medical
establishment would announce this astonishing scientific discovery that disease causing
viruses do not exist. But instead they did something far more sinister: they pretended
to have isolated the virus by following the acceptable protocols under Koch’s postulates;
Claiming that a virus existed even though they could not clearly and definitively isolate
it.
In other words, there is no such thing as a virus. When scientists claim to have isolated
a virus, what they really have isolated is a mass of cellular material in which they
believe a virus exists. If this material is filtered from sick animals believed to have a
disease, and the material will kill cells in a Petri dish, then it is believed that the deadly
virus has been discovered. Researchers then take some of these blended and partially
filtered animal parts and look for RNA strands. If they find an RNA strand they report to
the world that they have “mapped” the virus. That is science by assumption! This is a
despicable misrepresentation of junk science.

THE PUBLIC HAS BEEN LIED TO SINCE THE 1950’s
Devvy Kidd from the web site “News With Views writes more about this deception and
deceit to which the American public has been defrauded.
It’s been ten long months since COVID-19 burst onto the world’s stage. What I present
in this column will not be believed by millions of Americans. Why? Because of
something called cognitive dissonance. “A term used to describe how people
experience mental discomfort when faced with conflicting beliefs. If someone is
presented with new information that dramatically clashes with what they believed, the
person will try to explain it away or compartmentalize it so as not to deal with new
information.”
While I doubt there’s any credible statistics, I would guess many millions of us
experience cognitive dissonance at one time in our life. Let me give you two examples
that might cause people to experience cognitive dissonance because they believed
something that wasn’t true.
Is Dr. Anthony Fauci Guilty of Negligent Homicide?, Oct. 27, 2020: “In 2009, Dr.
Anthony Faucico-authored a paper about the Spanish Flu Epidemic that rated it as the
most devastating modern pandemic. It swept the entire planet in the wake of the First
World War and caused millions of deaths.”
“In studying this major and actual pandemic, what did Dr. Fauci and his colleagues find?
They discovered that most of the victims of the Spanish Flu didn’t die from the Spanish
Flu. They died from bacterial pneumonia. And the bacterial pneumonia was caused
by…. wait for it, wait for it…. wearing masks.”
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“The intention then, as now, was to halt the spread of the disease by wearing masks,
but what actually happened was that an “unobserved” pandemic of bacterial pneumonia
was unwittingly created instead.”
October 6, 2020: Medical Doctor Warns that “Bacterial Pneumonias Are on the Rise”
from Mask Wearing.
Americans have believed for 110 years it was the Spanish flu that allegedly killed 20
million Americans when in fact, the majority died from wearing face masks all day long,
as well as deplorable hygiene. And please remember: EVERY SINGLE ONE OF
THESE FLU OUTBREAKS ARE NOTHING BUT ESTIMATES INCLUDING COVID-19
CASES.
And:
Swine Flu Cases Overestimated? October 21, 2009: If you’ve been diagnosed
“probable” or “presumed” 2009 H1N1 or “swine flu” recent months, you may be
surprised to know this: odds are you didn’t have H1N1 flu. In fact, you probably didn’t
have flu at all. That’s according to state-by-state test results obtained in a three-monthlong CBS News investigation.” The CDC lied to the American people again.
In the case of COVID-19, I can say with confidence, millions of Americans, out of fear
pounded into their minds relentlessly for the past ten months by liars-for-hire aka MSM,
politicians with an agenda and medical professionals, cannot and will not acknowledge
We the People have been lied to from the beginning. The destruction, financially and
mentally from COVID-19 destruction is so massive, millions will simply reject science
and truth for mental comfort.
On the financial end, big box stores like China Mart aka Walmart and others as well as
Amazon have hauled in more than a TRILLION dollars in profits while the backbone of
our economy, small businesses have been wiped out in certain states; more than
215,000 to date with tens of thousands more if the big lie isn’t exposed.
I have never once said COVID-19 was a hoax. People were dying and are still dying
using COVID-19 as the prime cause. With a small fraction of the huge numbers blasted
daily by the lying MSM dying from COVID-19 itself (allegedly), the vast majority of those
who’ve passed away have died with COVID-19, not because of it.
Facebook, You Tube and Google have censored more than one million articles on
COVID-19 as well as hundreds of videos by epidemiologists, virologists, scientists who
all deal with infectious diseases. Videos all banned by You Tube. From doctors with
decades of experience all ridiculed, reprimanded and in some cases fired from their jobs
for questioning the “official” narrative.
Governors, mayors and unelected bureau-rats in health departments throughout this
nightmare have listened only to approved sources of “scientific” information and
guidance, i.e, the CDC, WHO and their state health “experts”.
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When presented with scientific analysis by someone other than the above, governors
and mayors have all ignored those sources, each with decades of experience. They
ignore and blow off analysis or scientific opinions of individuals who know more about
viruses than they ever will. The same applies to doctors in hospitals. They simply all
march in lockstep to what’s called groupthink – a powerful tool used to convince masses
of individuals to all think the same thing even if it’s not true. I know as I had my own go
around with a hospital last month ago over my mother.
“Believe science” has been the mantra during this year of destruction. Alright, let’s start
at the beginning. Americans get sick and start dying. We are told a new ‘novel’
coronavirus was brought to America by the Communist Chinese. Americans were told
in late February. However, we’re told Americans were actually dying from this virus as
early as late Nov. and Dec.
As I wrote back in March and again Nov. 23, 2020, this hit during the annual influenza
flu season when it’s estimated tens of millions of Americans catch each year; many die
every year from the flu because of underlying serious health conditions and weak
immune systems because of poor eating habits. Symptoms of COVID-19 and the
influenza flu are very similar. In fact, more epidemiologists and scientists than I can fit
in this column have called this virus a flu from the beginning. Here’s one
epidemiologist, Knut Wittkowski, with 35 years of experience who began trying to get
the truth to Americans back in March:
“I’m not paid by the government, so I’m entitled to actually do science. There are no
indications that this flu is fundamentally different from any other flu. The virus could be
eliminated in weeks and herd immunity developed quickly if most people were allowed
to lead normal lives.”
“Social distancing was employed to prevent hospitals from overflowing, which did not
nearly happen. It was not needed then and it is not needed now. Everything done to
date was a useless precaution. The number of infections does not matter …. The
number of asymptomatic cases matters. We have a political pandemic, not a medical
one.”
“What people are trying to do is flatten the curve. I don’t really know why. But what
happens is if you flatten the curve, you also prolong, to widen it, and it takes more
time. I don’t see a good reason for a respiratory disease to stay in the population longer
than necessary.”
“With all respiratory diseases, the only thing that stops the disease is herd immunity,”
Wittkowski continued. “About 80 percent of the people need to have had contact with
the virus, and the majority of them won’t even have recognized that they were infected,
or they had very, very mild symptoms, especially if they are children. So, it’s very
important to keep the schools open and kids mingling to spread the virus to get herd
immunity as fast as possible, and then the elderly people, who should be separated,
and the nursing homes should be closed during that time, can come back and meet
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their children and grandchildren after about four weeks when the virus has been
exterminated.”
“We are experiencing all sorts of counterproductive consequences of not wellthought-through policy.”
“Well, we will see maybe a total of fewer cases—that is possible. However, we will see
more cases among the elderly, because we have prevented the school children from
creating herd immunity. And so, in the end, we will see more death because the school
children don’t die, it’s the elderly people who die, and we will see more death because
of this social distancing.
“If we had herd immunity now, there couldn’t be a second wave in autumn. Herd
immunity lasts for a couple of years, typically, and that’s why the last SARS epidemic
we had in 2003, it lasted 15 years for enough people to become susceptible again so
that a new epidemic could spread of a related virus. Because typically, there is
something that requires cross-immunity, so if you were exposed to one of the SARS
viruses, you are less likely to fall ill with another SARS virus.”
He is just one of thousands the majority of adult Americans have never heard of thanks
to censorship. I’ve covered this extensively in past columns as have so many
others. Social distancing is based on NO science whatsoever. It is pure nonsense.
Lockdowns are based on NO science whatsoever. That ‘theory’ was dreamed up by a
high school student. That’s a fact.
If locking down a state, social distancing and wearing a face mask were effective, why
then does this alleged virus continue to infect people similar in pace to the annual
influenza flu season?
I say alleged because this all goes back to science. As I have highlighted in past
columns, Jon Rappoport has written some of the most informative, accurate, thoroughly
researched articles on this COVID-19. Put aside all the noise and let’s concentrate on
the most basic scientific protocols. I’m no scientist but like many other issues, I’ve had
to learn, in-depth, about viruses.
One thing I’ve learned about a virus: you have to isolate it first and go from
there. To date, neither the CDC or other governments have isolated this COVID-19
virus. They’ve used trickery. Let me repeat this truth: To date, neither the CDC or
other governments have isolated this COVID-19 virus. Why not?
Now, if you cannot isolate it, how then do you diagnose this alleged virus?
How then do you lockdown an entire country over a virus no one has isolated?
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How then do you demand people wear face masks which lowers your immune system,
destroys your health and what surfaced after about seven months of this hysteria,
people developing serious problems with their gums and teeth over a virus no one has
isolated?
How then do you demand people practice nonsense called ‘social distancing’ to “help
stop the spread of this virus, think about your neighbor” over a virus no one has
isolated?
If this virus has not been isolated, which it has not, what basis has been used to
magically create vaccines in record time to immunize you? So exactly what are you
being immunized against?
Now cognitive dissonance sets in.
Covered all this in past columns. Every new test is counted as a new case even when
it’s the same person being tested 2-3 times because the RT PCR tests do NOT test for
the phantom COVID-19. As I covered in past columns, by April, states throughout the
country received for hospitals per ‘outbreak patient’ from the bankrupt U.S.
Treasury: $306,000 Alaska, $132,000 Delaware $131,000, California $145,000 and
Texas $184,000. You can find your state here.
Tests. Covered every which way from Sunday in previous columns. In my October 7,
2020 column, International Class Action Lawsuits Against Corona PCR Test
Manufacturers, I covered the class action lawsuits that are going to be filed by Dr.
Reiner Fuellmich and his team over in Germany. In an email exchange with Dr.
Fuellmich on December 14, 2020, he informed me the first lawsuits will likely be in
Canada. Those tests are defective and that’s a scientific fact.
My mother fell in November; she’s 93 with advanced dementia. She broke her toe and
fractured her ankle. They took her to the ER who tested her for COVID-19 and was
moved into their ICU. I was furious. She had zero symptoms. First thing I did was
order the hospital that under no circumstances was my mother to be put on a
ventilator. I hold her Power of Attorney, Medical POA and am executor of her will. I am
her advocate, not the hospital.
I ended up speaking with a really nice lady at the hospital whose expertise is infectious
diseases. I explained to her my mother did not have COVID-19 and why. She simply
stated that they used the CDCs tests and guidelines. After her I spoke with one of the
doctors assigned to mother and told her the same thing. The PCR test does not test for
COVID-19. Response: Well, that’s what we use.
Let me use this analogy: Your doctor tells you he’s going to test you for diabetes but,
Mr. Smith, the test being used doesn’t actually test for diabetes.
A week later they put her in isolation; one bed room. I spoke with a new doctor and told
him my mother did not have COVID-19 and the problem with the PCR test. He said
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they would give her another test, the antigen test. Another worthless test. I was then
told they were looking for a short-term nursing home to take her but California was in full
capacity. I said, for what? The flu?
The next day I spoke with the woman at mother’s assisted living facility about mother’s
diet when she finally goes back to her apt. She said, oh, your mom should be here in
about 15 minutes. I said, what? Yesterday they were looking for short term nursing for
a little rehab. Sure, enough, mother was transported back to her apt; I was not told by
the hospital. So what happened with their fancy antigen test? I don’t know yet but I’ve
ordered up her records for that last stay.
Two months ago, the CDC cancelled the 2020-21 influenza season. That’s right. They
will not be doing their annual ‘estimates’ on the number of cases. I thought to
myself: Everyone will get one of those defective tests at a hospital or in the ER and
everyone this flu cycle will be a COVID case and not the flu because that’s where the
big money is – next to vaccines.
It’s my fervent wish that Americans who were forced into ICU’s at hospitals who use the
‘gold standard’ PCR test (rapid or otherwise) and antigen test kits recommended by the
CDC sue hospitals for medical malpractice. They use a test which does not test for
COVID-19. Many Americans have only Medicare and not a secondary health insurance
carrier which means they are liable for 20% of the bill. That will bankrupt many. Not to
mention the fear misdiagnosing the patient, loss of time at work and other mental and
financial hardships.
It’s unfortunate governors and mayors can’t be sued for their part in lying to the people
of their state, like mine here in Texas, our governor, Greg Abbott [R].
As for the vaccines, I feel truly sorry for our military that will be forced to take a vaccine
for this phantom virus as well as medical personnel, teachers and other workers who
will be treated with unemployment if they refuse. All over a lie bigger than the universe.
My August 31, 2020 column, I Will Not Take A Covid-19 Vaccine, covers
why. Appendix 1 is a list of videos and articles on vaccines now being given across the
country. I am not one of the insulting “anti-vaxxer’s” maligned by the media. As a child
I was given three vaccines. I only allowed those three for my daughter back in the late
1970s.
President Trump has once again been had by the big pharmaceutical CEOs with their
“safe vaccine” lies and Fauci and the rest of those who stand to benefit from a
vaccine. Congress has rewarded those COVID-19 vaccine manufacturers with
immunity regarding safety and YOU are their guinea pig.
I have done the work in providing you with the most accurate sources of information and
data on this nightmare, but Americans must, must take the time to verify for
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themselves. These are a handful from Jon Rappoport, whose written more than 150
pieces on this phantom virus in addition to his many interviews.
April 7, 2020. This is a long, but must read (Not one of Jon’s): Was the COVID-19 Test
Meant to Detect a Virus?
April 10, 2020: Corona: Creating the Illusion of a Pandemic Through Diagnostic Tests
June 1, 2020: Contact tracing in the circus of robots
August 6, 2020: COVID: How self-entitled frauds at Imperial College changed the world
August 26, 2020: Why didn’t researchers do a proper study to discover whether the
COVID virus exists?
October 8, 2020: The Smoking Gun: Where is the coronavirus? The CDC says it isn’t
available.
“Buried deep in the document, on page 39, in a section titled, “Performance
Characteristics,” we have this: “Since no quantified virus isolates of the 2019-nCoV are
currently available, assays [diagnostic tests] designed for detection of the 2019-nCoV
RNA were tested with characterized stocks of in vitro transcribed full length RNA…”
“The key phrase there is: “Since no quantified virus isolates of the 2019-nCoV are
currently available…”
“Every object that exists can be quantified, which is to say, measured. The use of the
term “quantified” in that phrase means: the CDC has no measurable amount of the
virus, because it is unavailable. THE CDC HAS NO VIRUS.
“A further tip-off is the use of the word ‘isolates.” This means NO ISOLATED VIRUS IS
AVAILABLE. Another way to put it: NO ONE HAS AN ISOLATED SPECIMEN OF THE
COVID-19 VIRUS. NO ONE HAS ISOLATED THE COVID-19 VIRUS.”
October 9, 2020: COVID: The Virus That Isn’t There: The Root Fraud Exposed
“The CDC is admitting the virus hasn’t been isolated. In other words, its existence is
unproven. You need to realize the CDC, during its own published confession (see
below), is discussing this explosive situation in the context of instructing the world how
to perform the PCR test.”
“The test to detect a virus that isn’t there. This would be on the order of NASA issuing a
guide for navigating a fleet of ships to a planet whose existence has not been
established—and the population of the whole world is going to board those ships for the
voyage.”
“The CDC is saying: here is how you detect the virus in a human, here is the test on
which we’re going to rely, here is the test on the basis of which we’re going to identify all
case numbers and demand all lockdowns—except we don’t have the virus.”
“Why don’t they have it? Because they can’t isolate it. That’s obvious. If they could
isolate it, they would.”
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Oct. 12, 2020: The fake coronavirus and the missing study: the secret in plain sight:
“Stopping the production engine of the world on the pretext of finding a new virus, when
no new virus has been correctly found and isolated, is a crime that supersedes the
sweat and effort of doing proper science.”
“As far as what is actually going on in labs where researchers are fiddling with genetic
sequences of this and that and making vast proclamations; don’t talk to me about
science. Talk to me about liability and prison.”
October 22, 2020: The virus that isn’t there, genetic sequencing, and the magic trick
In Jon’s Dec. 18th column, SARS-CoV-2 has not been proven to exist; I can do this
forever, he links to a web site for researcher, Christine Massey, “Her latest
communication reads: “Freedom of Information reveals Public Health Agency of Canada
has no record of ‘SARS-COV-2’ isolation performed by anyone, anywhere, ever” [1]
“I urge readers to visit Massey’s site and read her new article and follow all the links.
Her findings are stunning. She and her team have made about 40 FOI requests to
public health agencies in various countries, requesting proof that SARS-CoV-2 has
been isolated. You’ll see from the responses that not one agency has records
demonstrating isolation.”
“This means exactly what it seems to mean: the virus has not been proven to exist.”
Audio interviews with Jon Rappoport: The Creation of a False Epidemic with Jon
Rappoport – Parts I – III – Well worth the time to listen; I do while cooking and other
chores.
I did go to her web site and spent a couple hours poring over evidence. As Jon says,
it’s stunning. Also, this from her site:
Dec. 23, 2020: Email Exchange With UK MHRA – Exposing the genomic sequence of
SARSCov2: “When I read the Wuhan study in Feb 2020 I was mortified by the monkey
kidney & foetal cell-lines which were used as a “culture” before rt-PCR amplification.
Isolation was never satisfactory at any stage thereafter. I honestly felt sick. The
genome sequence was computed from this.
“I set about proving that the vaccine has been created from a computer generated
genomic sequence & not one isolated from an infected person, either in Wuhan or
anywhere else in the world since. The Pfizer BioNTech vaccine was approved by UK
MHRA (Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency) & I initiated a polite
exchange of emails with them as follows:” Rest at link. Near the bottom: “The DNA
template used does not come directly from an isolated virus from an infected
person.” Case closed.
So, I again ask these questions:
How can you test for a virus which has NOT been isolated?
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How can you have millions of cases for a virus that has NOT been isolated?
How can you force people to wear masks to protect from a virus that has NOT been
isolated?
How can you lockdown an entire country to “keep everyone safe” from a virus that has
NOT been isolated?
What are these vaccines produced in record time immunizing you for?
Kelleigh Nelson’s column, August 18, 2020: Historically and by definition, quarantines
had always been about sequestering the sick. Never before had anyone beat a virus
by quarantining the healthy. We were not told that quarantining healthy people was a
first-of-its-kind experiment. And the experiment failed. The experiment failed she refers
to is a link her column: COVID19: A Controlled Study by Colleen Huber, NMD, May 24,
2020 – Lockdowns failed to reduce deaths in the US.
Any studies more recently? Ivor Cummins on Why Lockdowns Don’t Work and Cause
Harm: CRUCIAL Viral Update Dec 7th – Europe and USA Explained, Dec. 9, 2020 and
December 10, 2020: Lockdowns Do Not Slow COVID Spread, Three Studies Show and
Cambridge virologist: Lockdowns and masks are ‘greatest hoax ever’ – ‘Utterly
unfounded public hysteria driven by the media and politicians’, November 18, 2020
This is also a must read which I printed out and will include this week in my package to
the school board: German Neurologist On Face Masks: ‘Oxygen Deprivation Causes
Permanent Neurological Damage’: “To deprive a child’s or an adolescent’s brain from
oxygen, or to restrict it in any way, is not only dangerous to their health, it is absolutely
criminal. Oxygen deficiency inhibits the development of the brain, and the damage that
has taken place as a result CANNOT be reversed.”
Nov. 17, 2020: Don’t believe the COVID case numbers; it’s a scam
Boom: Florida forcing labs to report number of PCR test cycles—game changer
What can you do? Click on Appendix1 & 2 below. 1 is on vaccines, 2 is the updated
flyer everyone must to get out into your cities and towns. I give them out around town,
to my doctor, dentist and anyone I can. Only by massive numbers and resistance
(which IS growing) will We the People be able to stop this nightmare of lockdowns and
restrictions destroying lives and jobs, masks, social distancing and the lies.
Our next city council meeting is Jan. 12th. I will take a stack of my flyer (it’s doublesided) and put them on the table for people to carry home with other things made
available at the table. Attend your county commissioner meetings and hand out
flyers. This week I will be sending the new flyer to my county commissioners and our
independent school board. You must wear a mask to attend their public meetings and I
refuse. I have not been in the classroom this year because I am NOT going to wreck
my health by wearing a mask all day based on a lie. I am always polite in my cover
letters.
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Get together with friends and hand out the flyers on public property – the sidewalk at
your post office. Shower this country will millions of them. Sadly, many will put up a
wall of resistance – cognitive dissidence – because they simply will not believe they’ve
been lied to by those they trusted.
Do NOT blame President Trump. His heart is in the right place but as they say, the
road to Hell is paved with good intentions. The individuals to blame are the CDC and
those who manufacture PCR and antigen and anti-body tests. CDC Dr. Redfield should
be hauled in front of a grand jury to explain why this alleged virus has not been isolated.
Don’t forget to send a flyer to your mayor, state rep and senator after they’ve been
sworn in in a week or two as well as your congress critter. They may never read it, but
their staff will and that’s what counts. Americans are hungry for the truth, we must give
it to them.
This COVID-19 is not a hoax, it’s a crime for lying and deceiving the American people
and bringing America to her knees through fear.

SARS-CoV-2 has not been proven to exist; I can do this forever
by Jon Rappoport
December 18, 2020
First of all, very high praise goes to Christine Massey, for her work in exposing the
coronavirus fraud. In a half-sane world, she would have received many awards by now.
Her latest communication reads: “Freedom of Information reveals Public Health Agency
of Canada has no record of ‘SARS-COV-2’ isolation performed by anyone, anywhere,
ever” [1]
I urge readers to visit Massey’s site and read her new article and follow all the links. Her
findings are stunning. She and her team have made about 40 FOI requests to public
health agencies in various countries, requesting proof that SARS-CoV-2 has been
isolated. You’ll see from the responses that not one agency has records demonstrating
isolation.
This means exactly what it seems to mean: the virus has not been proven to exist.
As for the people who keep chanting that the virus has been isolated, I can keep
explaining why this is not so. I can do this forever. [2] [3]
Whether it’s a scientist, a gaggle of scientists, a government official, a person waving a
study around like a newspaper with a hot headline from an old movie, my response is
the same, and I make it knowing that some people will intentionally refuse to understand
it:
ONE: SAYING the virus has been isolated is not the same thing as proving it’s been
isolated.
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TWO: Researchers routinely twist the meaning of the word “isolated” to mean it’s very
opposite.
Isolation is absurdly taken to mean: “We have the virus in a soup in a dish in the lab. It
is not separated out (isolated) from the soup. The soup contains various cells—human,
monkey—and an array of (toxic) chemicals and drugs. We know the virus is there,
because it is infecting and killing some of the cells.”
A reasonably bright junior high school student would immediately realize this is not a
description of isolation.
A reasonably bright high school student would point out that there is no proof the virus
is infecting and killing cells, because the toxic chemicals and drugs in the soup are
sufficient to do the cell-killing. He might also mention the cells in the soup are being
starved of nutrients, and this alone could cause their death.
Therefore, there is no evidence that “the virus” is actually in the soup.
Therefore, there is no evidence in this situation for claiming the virus exists at all.
On to the next factor: the ever-present claims of having “sequenced the genetic
structure of the virus.” Again, SAYING the sequencing has been achieved is not the
same thing as proving it.
And proving it is impossible, if you don’t already have the virus in a purified and isolated
state. Instead of proof, you have shady inference and assumption and guesswork and
deception.
How can you sequence something you don’t have? You can’t.
I’ve used several analogies to explain this nonsense. Here is another one:
An art restorer, conservationist, and historian is called to the home of a well-known mob
enforcer.
The enforcer tells him he has something to show him in the attic. On the way, they pass
through the living room, where several open suitcases are sitting on the floor. They’re
spilling over with stacks of cash. Automatic weapons and boxes of ammo are laid out on
a long table. In an open closet, the art expert sees a row of jackets with designations
indicating: FBI, BATF, Federal Marshal, sheriff, local police.
In the attic, the mob enforcer points to a small pile of tiny chips on the floor.
“These are from a lost Rembrandt self-portrait,” he says. “Collect them, go to work on
them, give me a favorable report. Or else.”
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Back in his lab, the obedient art expert quickly divides the chips into three groups. The
first group is water-color chips from a child’s toy set. The second group is mid-20thcentury acrylic chips. The third group is lead white chips, used for a hundred years on
either side of the rough date when Rembrandt could have painted the lost self-portrait.
The art expert finds that Rembrandt (and hundreds of other painters) used this general
type of lead white.
The expert constructs, from other scholars’ work, an essay claiming there was and is a
lost Rembrandt self-portrait. He excludes commentary that denies the existence of this
painting.
He “sequences” all this information and conjecture and guesswork (and con) into a
convincing report, which points to the small pile of chips in the mob enforcer’s attic.
(It turns out the enforcer intends to accuse a rival mob boss of stealing the “lost
Rembrandt self-portrait.”)
The existence of the self-portrait is thus “established,” which is to say, it is put together,
cobbled from various sources, concocted, smoothed out by ignoring counterinformation—employing a vast generality about lead white paint.
Of course, in all this ridiculous invention, the self-portrait itself is not there, it is not in
hand, its existence has not been demonstrated, and it is a story, THERE IS NO
ISOLATION OF IT from surrounding assumption and gimcrackery.
So it is with SARS-CoV-2. Pieces of data that reference prior supposed RNA sequences
in libraries are all strung together, to resemble what is claimed to be a new and unique
coronavirus—without having the actual virus, without having shown it exists at all.
In past articles, I’ve quoted two key documents, one from the CDC, and one from “the
Drosten group.” These documents were describing how to perform the PCR test for the
new virus—and in both documents, the authors state they don’t have the virus.
So…a test for what? The virus you don’t have.
All claims that these authors eventually DID obtain the virus are based on the crooked
definition of “isolated” I’ve explained above.
Yes, they got hold of “isolated virus,” meaning the soup in the dish in the lab—and we’re
back where we began. Isolation meaning non-isolation.
I’ve explained all this several times, in detail, in past articles, and of course people here
and there continue to send me studies claiming isolation.
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I can do this forever.
People can say, “Well, we know from photos of Martian soil samples that on the second
Tuesday in March, 1843, there was a picnic on Mars attended by three virologists from
the Martian Institute of Epidemiology, and they ate baloney sandwiches on rye toast and
drank Miller Lite.”
I enjoy these fictional tales in a vacuum. I would leave them alone, except that the
failure to prove the existence of SARS-Cov-2 is at the bottom of all the lies that have
been used to steal the freedom and assets and livelihoods from at least a billion people.
I won’t leave that alone.
Neither should you.
“…but wait, Mr. Rappoport, here is a study from Outer Mongolia that states the virus
has been isolated. This seems to settle the science on this issue, once and for all.”
Sure. Sure it does. And the sun sets every day at noon in Cincinnati.
SOURCES:
[1] https://www.fluoridefreepeel.ca/freedom-of-information-reveals-public-health-agencyof-canada-has-no-record-of-sars-cov-2-isolation-performed-by-anyone-anywhere-ever/
[2] https://twitter.com/jonrappoport/status/1339769925402038273
[3] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R6-8VRGvNtQ

After a year we are hearing propaganda like this: I am sure we all heard about this one
days ago. COVID Vaccine maker Moderna CEO said we will have to live with the virus
forever, it is not going away.
Surprise! Shocked! Dismayed!
“SARS-CoV-2 is not going away. We are going to live with this virus, we think, forever.”
Moderna CEO Stephane Bancel
Give me a break. We knew this all along. We could have predicted it coming from Big
Pharma.
Back in March of 2020, Dr. Fauci said SARS-CoV-2 would become seasonal. Then we
had this one, Scientist: Coronavirus ‘Will Be With Us Forever’.
We knew back then this show would be never ending. So open it all up already.
Lockdown’s do not help anyway. These headlines only show how much of a farce this
whole COVID pandemic really is.
Meanwhile, the data shows there are no excessive health related deaths in the United
States year over year. The data also shows the seasonal flu has all but disappeared! So
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we know our government and media is perpetrating a massive lie on us and the people
of the world.



Johns Hopkins: “No Evidence That COVID-19 Created Any Excess Deaths”
Has COVID Killed Off The Flu?

Here is another thought.
Tech companies continue to gear up for a COVID-19 Passport, a subject we have
discussed many times last year. Add to the fact, vaccine manufacturers now have a
green light to produce and profit off yet, another vaccine.
All for a virus with a 99.98% survival rate. If that does not document how we are being
controlled and conditioned to the whims of government, I don’t know what does.
Speaking of, there are now trends to wear two masks, because two is better than one
right?
How insulting to the intelligence of the people, and many continue on with the lie. Even
when the CDC, WHO, And Scientific Journals Admit Face Masks Are Not Effective, And
Maybe Harmful.
A second mask will not help you, but it will cause you more fear, panic, and anxiety. It
will also make it even harder to breathe. The more we wear the masks, the more we
enable the lie. Just remember that.
So the shot does not give immunity.
Does not eliminate the virus.
Does not prevent death.
Does not guarantee you won’t get it.
Does not prevent you from getting it.
Does not stop you passing it on.
Does not eliminate the need for travel bans.
Does not eliminate the need for business closures.
Does not eliminate the need for lockdowns.
Does not eliminate the need for masking.
So...what the hell is it actually doing?
The liars did not change their tune, they dragged up another more virulent virus and are
fear-mongering the public with this propaganda. We are being scammed by the bully
pulpit into submission by quacks and scammers like Edward Jenner and Louis Pasteur.
At least 10 state health departments in the United States have (allegedly) detected the
highly contagious B.1.1.7 variant of COVD-19, the disease caused by the CCP
(Chinese Communist Party) virus, according to a new report.
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The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), in an update on January
15, said that a “more highly transmissible variant of SARS-CoV-2, B.1.1.7, has been
detected in 10 U.S. states.” SARS-CoV-2 is another name for the coronavirus that is
believed to have emerged in Wuhan, China, in late 2019.
Health officials warned that models have shown the B.1.1.7 strain of the virus has the
potential to increase “the U.S. pandemic trajectory in the coming months” and “warrants
universal and increased compliance with mitigation strategies, including distancing and
masking.”
Increased vaccinations may need to be achieved to fight the virus, the CDC said. This
comes as no surprise as the narrative of the alleged Covid-19 unravels like a ball of
yarn. I anticipated this to be the next phase of this entire scamdemic. Fear of death is
cheap and useful propaganda for those wanting to exploit the death statistics. We are
in winter and the CDC chose not to report the yearly flu data for this flu season and
have lumped flu data into the alleged Covid-19 statistics.
As a case in point, they reported 3,928 Covid-19 deaths for January 15th, 2021. I do not
down play or denigrate death, but in terms of numbers, this number of 3,928 deaths is
insignificant. 3,928 is approximately 1.2 deaths per county in the U.S. As I pointed out
in my articles on “Media Exaggeration”, the fear-mongering media would have you
believe this is a pandemic, or an epidemic. It is neither! In a country of 331-million, a
fatality rate of 1% would mean the death of 3,310,000. As I have showed before, we
are not even close to such numbers.
This variant was first reported in the UK in mid-December, although the CDC noted that
it may have emerged in September, 2020. Meanwhile, B.1.1.7 has been detected in
more than 30 countries, the agency said, while adding that it is easier to transmit than
other CCP virus strains.
In the United States, the strain was first reported by state authorities in a rural area in
Colorado, hours away from Denver. Other than Colorado, the B.1.1.7 variant was
discovered in Pennsylvania, New York, Illinois, California, and more, according to
reports published in recent weeks.
“The modeled trajectory of this variant in the U.S. exhibits rapid growth in early 2021,
becoming the predominant variant in March. Increased SARS-CoV-2 transmission might
threaten strained health care resources, require extended and more rigorous
implementation of public health strategies, and increase the percentage of population
immunity required for pandemic control,” said the CDC.
UK authorities said last year that the new variant of the virus was the reason for the
increase in infection rates in London and southeastern England. But they said there’s no
evidence that the variant makes people sicker.
The CDC, in its update, did not appear to recommend any new mitigation strategies.
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“Further, strategic testing of persons without symptoms of COVID-19, but who are at
increased risk for infection with SARS-CoV-2, provides another opportunity to limit
ongoing spread,” according to the CDC. “Collectively, enhanced genomic surveillance
combined with increased compliance with public health mitigation strategies, including
vaccination, physical distancing, use of masks, hand hygiene, and isolation and
quarantine, will be essential to limiting the spread of SARS-CoV-2 and protecting public
health.”
Previously, the CDC noted that so far, there have been a number of mutations to the
virus.
“Among these possibilities, the last—the ability to evade vaccine-induced immunity—
would likely be the most concerning because once a large proportion of the population
is vaccinated, there will be immune pressure that could favor and accelerate emergence
of such variants by selecting for ‘escape mutants,’” the CDC said. “There is no evidence
that this is occurring, and most experts believe escape mutants are unlikely to emerge
because of the nature of the virus.”
As a final thought we cannot ignore what Dr. Judy Mikovits said ten months ago.
MANDATORY COVID VACCINES WOULD KILL AT LEAST 50 MILLION AMERICANS,
DO NOT VAX!! That figure is based upon what researchers learned about the number
of Americans who already have the pathogens already in their body based upon
previous virus studies. This is not a number grabbed out of thin air. Dr. Judy Mikovits
exposed Dr. Anthony Fauci more than 25 years ago. I have both of her books and have
read each of them twice to date. Some virologists suggest that 90% of Americans may
already have the antibodies for this alleged virus.
Blessings,
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com
www.pastorbobreid.com
http://jesusisthewaythetruththelife.com/node/22
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